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Why buy notes from a fellow student who met the material for the first time last year? This

inexpensive book contains notes written by an award-winning professor who taught the material for

25 years! This pocket-sized book is aimed at students in their first finance class at the

undergraduate, MBA, or executive education level. The class is usually called "Business Finance"

or "Financial Management." (A list of topics covered appears below.) The author's goals are to help

you master the material and to lift your grades. He approaches these goals from two different

angles. First, he uses 25 years of experience teaching this material to explain carefully the

stumbling blocks that have consistently tripped up students year after year. Addressing these

common sources of confusion gives every student every opportunity to master the material.

Second, he presents safe strategies he has developed to help you solve numerical problems in

finance. Although these strategies take only an extra minute to implement, they frame each

numerical problem so as to increase the likelihood that you detect and fix any errors, while reducing

the likelihood that you make any errors in the first place. These techniques also increase the

likelihood that you earn partial credit. Note that because the author focuses on stumbling blocks, he

necessarily skips over some simpler material that does not usually cause problems. As such, he

does not cover the fine detail of every topic in the class. Similarly, he gives only enough worked

examples to explain concepts and techniques. Different students have different needs. For

example, you might have no real interest in finance, but you need to pass the class to get your

degree. Alternatively, you might be a gung-ho finance major who wants to ace the class, or an MBA

or exec-ed student who does not care about grades and just wants to master the material. Prof.

Crack has been meeting different needs in the classroom for 25 years, and his presentation is

pitched simultaneously at these different clienteles. Although this book is aimed primarily at

students, the fact that Prof. Crack focuses on essential knowledge and techniques also makes this

book useful to instructors. For example, an instructor who is new to the class can use this book to

quickly improve his or her understanding and teaching of the trickiest parts. The chapters of the

book are as follows: Foundations, Financial Statements, TVMI (One Cash Flow), TVM II (Multiple

Cash Flows), Inflation and Indices, Bonds and Interest Rates, Equities and Dividend Discount

Models, Capital Budgeting I (Decision Rules), Capital Budgeting II (Cash Flows), Capital Budgeting

III (Cost of Capital), Capital Budgeting IV (A Paradox), The CAPM and Interest Rates, Risk and

Return, Market Efficiency, Capital Structure, and Dividends.
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Admission: I have not read every word of this book...yet. But, it appears to be a very good textbook

supplement. It looks like it's written at quite a high level - perhaps not the most accessible for

everyone, particularly undergrads with not much Finance experience. The textbooks I had for

Finance were both very poor so I was looking to fill in the gaps, and the author himself actually

contacted me here on  after reading my bad review of another book. Hopefully this book will fill in

those gaps, at least somewhat if not completely. I'll revise this review when I have finished reading

it.

Typewriting was too small for me and it wasn't good for higher business finance classes. Probably

serves as a good material for comprehension for intro business finance class.

I received this as a gift, so won't be a verified buyer.I have taught finance for 25 years and have

seen students make the same mistakes over and over again. Professor Crack's book shows

students and professors common stumbling blocks and errors. Importantly he gives tools for

overcoming them with clear and concise language. I recommend this to anyone who teaches or

takes any finance class, not just an introductory course.

I am a finance professor at a private university. After receiving a desk copy of this book to review, I

immediately brought the book to my students' attention. For my students, I see this book as the



ideal way to "get up to speed" quickly and learn not only the basics of core finance, but also the

important nuances that many students find challenging. I will continue to recommend this book to

my students in future semesters.
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